Facilities + Properties
Manage + Maintain
Your Assets with Simplicity + Power
ManagerPlus enables facility and property managers to better perform
preventative maintenance tasks and more efficiently dispatch work orders.
It is ideal for those tracking a myriad of systems and equipment, such
as: HVAC, lighting, security, fire detection and suppression systems,
elevators, and more.
ManagerPlus will transform the way you maintain your facility by
improving operational efficiencies, reducing costs and shifting
resources away from paper-based systems. Powerful preventative
maintenance combined with work order and inventory management
delivers robust functionality. With ManagerPlus, you can quickly and
easily schedule and review recurring maintenance tasks while
reducing the time needed to administer service requests. It formulates
work orders for your onsite maintenance staff or preferred building
service vendors or suppliers. Plus, you can generate reports on work
order history and preventative maintenance schedules on buildings
and equipment.
Our customers include manufacturing plants, hotels, hospitals,
universities, municipalities, and more. ManagerPlus empowers
maintenance supervisors and property managers with comprehensive
data on all of their assets and processes.
+ Scheduling

+ Repair Histories

+ Work Orders

+ Tool Tracking

+ Sub Assets

+ Parts Inventory

+ Depreciation

+ Warranty Tracking

“The Qqest ManagerPlus
software is the tool our school
district needed to meet
and exceed State Statute
requirements of a work order
based tracking and reporting
system for all building
maintenance. The on-site
training and system design
assistance we received from
Qqest was outstanding. We
saved a great deal of staff time
by utilizing the technician’s
knowledge of the ManagerPlus
software to set up our basic
building information and
recurring work orders. All of our
staff benefited from the hands
on training and continue to
use the ManagerPlus Software
with confidence and skill. Our
Facilities Director uses the
reporting features not only
to manage the day-to-day
maintenance activities; he finds
the reports useful for Board
meeting presentations and
planning purposes as well.”
— Laura Hylton,
Business Manager,
Lake and Peninsula School District

+ Purchase Orders
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